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Abstract
Background: Large F8 deletions represent 3–5% of the variations found in severe
hemophilia A patients, but only a few deletion breakpoints have been characterized
precisely.
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data on the mechanisms involved in these rearrangements.
combination of long-range polymerase chain reaction, whole F8 NGS sequencing, and
Sanger sequencing. Repeat elements, non-B DNA, and secondary structures were
analyzed around the breakpoints.
Results: Deletions ranged from 1.667 kb to 0.5 Mb in size. Nine involved F8 neighboring genes. Simple blunt ends and 2–4 bp microhomologies were identified at the
breakpoint junctions of 10 (42%) and 8 (33%) deletions, respectively. Five (21%) deletions resulted from homeologous recombination between two Alu elements. The
remaining case corresponded to a more complex rearrangement with an insertion of a
19 bp-inverted sequence at the junction. Four different breakpoints were located in a
562-bp region in F8 intron 6. This finding suggested that this region, composed of two
Alu elements, is a DNA breakage hotspot. Non-B DNA and secondary structures were
identified in the junction regions and may contribute to DNA breakage.
Conclusion: Molecular characterization of deletion breakpoints revealed that non-
homologous non-replicative DNA repair mechanisms and replication-based mechanisms seemed to be the main causative mechanisms of F8 large deletions. Moreover,
we identified a possible F8 DNA breakage hotspot involved in non-recurrent
rearrangements.
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I NTRO D U C TI O N
Essentials

Hemophilia A (HA, OMIM: 306700) is an X-linked bleeding disor-

• Large F8 deletions represent 3–5% of the variations

der caused by a qualitative or quantitative deficiency in coagu-

found in severe hemophilia A patients.

lation factor VIII (FVIII). The incidence of HA is 1 in 5000 male

• We characterized 24 F8 large deletions at the nucleotide

births worldwide. The clinical bleeding phenotype is defined on

level.

the basis of residual plasma FVIII activity (FVIII:C) and classified

• Non-homologous non-replicative DNA repair and

as severe (FVIII:C < 1 IU.dl−1), moderate (1 IU.dl−1 ≤ FVIII:C < 5.IU
−1

−1

replication-based mechanisms are involved.

−1 1

dl ), or mild (5 IU.dl ≤ FVIII:C < 40 IU.dl ). FVIII is encoded by

• There may be a DNA breakage hotspot in intron 6 of F8.

the F8 (OMIM: 300841) gene located at the Xq28 locus and spanning 187 kb.
Genomic rearrangements result from three main types of
molecular mechanisms: non-allelic homologous recombination

and provided new data on the mechanisms involved in these

(NAHR), non-homologous non-replicative DNA repair mechanisms,

rearrangements.

and replication-based mechanisms (RBMs). 2 NAHR between two
genomic regions with high sequence homology (>99%), named
low-copy repeats (LCRs), results in extensive sequence homology at breakpoint junctions. Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ)
and alternative end-joining (Alt-E J) are non-homologous non-

2
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M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS

2.1 | Subjects and primary genetic investigations

replicative DNA repair mechanisms. NHEJ results mostly in blunt
ends, with sometimes a short insertion of random nucleotides at

We focused on the families registered in our laboratory for HA

breakpoint junctions, while Alt-E J can generate short microhomol-

investigation and displaying large F8 deletion. The propositi and

ogies. 2 RBM-related genomic rearrangements result from replica-

their relatives had given written informed consent for genetic

tion slippage and template switching during DNA replication and

investigation.

produce mostly microhomology at breakpoint junctions. 2,3 NAHR

The original genetic investigations performed in propositi ex-

is the main molecular mechanism leading to recurrent rearrange-

cluded both recurrent intron 1 and intron 22 inversions. Hemizygous

ment. Conversely, non-recurrent rearrangements usually involve

state for large deletion was diagnosed in male HA patients in case of

either non-homologous non-replicative DNA repair mechanisms

a failure to amplify one or more contiguous exons in F8. For female

or RBMs.

propositi, the heterozygous state for large F8 deletion was showed

Severe HA is characterized by a high proportion of genomic
rearrangements involving F8. The most prevalent one corre-

by multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA, MRC
Holland).

sponds to an NAHR event between a 9.5-k b segmental dupli-

At the time of diagnosis, cytogenetic microarray analysis

cation in F8 intron 22 (int22h-1) and one of the two duplicons

(CMA) was performed as previously reported14 in patients sus-

(int22h-2 and int22h-3 ) located 400 and 500 kb away toward

pected to carry larger chromosomal deletions (e.g., patients with

the telomere, respectively. 4,5 This rearrangement, leading to

deletion involving either the first or the last exon of F8), using a

a recurrent balanced inversion known as intron 22 inversion

180 000-oligonucleotide microarray (SurePrint G3 Human CGH

(inv22), is responsible for 40–5 0% of the severe HA cases. 6 A

Microarray Kit, 4 × 180K, Agilent Technologies). In total, ~100 000

second recurrent F8 inversion (inv1) between a 1-k b segmen-

oligonucleotides located on the X chromosome and ~80 000

tal duplication in F8 intron 1 (int1h-1) and its extragenic repeat

oligonucleotides located on autosomes were spanned by the

(int1h-2 ) is found in 2–5% of severe HA cases.7 The remaining

180 000-oligonucleotide microarray.

F8 structural variants correspond to non-r ecurrent rearrange-

When DNA samples from affected individuals were avail-

8,9

able, additional investigations were performed to fully resolve the

ments and are responsible for about 5–7 % of severe HA cases.

Most of them (3–5%) consist in large deletions involving one

rearrangements.

or more F8 exons 8,10 and 425 patients carrying F8 large deletions are reported in the FVIII variant database (f8-d b.eahad.
org; October 2021). The molecular mechanisms causing F8 large
deletions remain poorly understood and only a small number of

2.2 | Characterization of breakpoint junctions of
bounded deletions

breakpoint junctions have been resolved at the nucleotide level.9–13 However, repetitive elements, non-B DNA, and secondary

For bounded deletions (F8 intragenic deletions or deletions investi-

DNA structures seem to play an important role in the formation

gated by CMA), long range polymerase chain reaction (LR-PCR) was

of large F8 deletions.9,10 In this study, we sequenced and ana-

performed using specific primers located in the last known DNA region

lyzed the breakpoint junctions of 24 novel F8 large deletions

from either side of the deletions and PrimeSTAR GXL DNA polymerase

|
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(Takara) with an elongation time of 15 min. PCR products were resolved

usual test conditions: nP 0 > 5 and n(1–P 0) > 5. The expected propor-

on agarose gels and sequenced. If necessary, nested primers were used

tion corresponds to the ratio of the size of the region of interest rela-

for Sanger sequencing.

tive to the size of the F8 (for example, the F8 intron 1 corresponds
to 12.1% of the entire F8, the expected proportion of breakpoint in

2.3 | Characterization of breakpoint junctions of
deletions with at least one unknown breakpoint

intron 1 in case of random distribution is 12.1%). The deletions registered in the FVIII variant database were also analyzed. The same
approach was performed to analyze the repetitive elements distribution at breakpoints; p < .05 was considered statistically significant.

For deletions with unknown(s) breakpoint(s) or if the latter LR-
PCR strategy had failed, we performed whole F8 gene sequencing.
Genomic DNAs were tested by next generation sequencing (NGS)
using a custom design based on a SeqCap EZ solution–based enrichment strategy (Roche NimbleGen, Inc.). Targeted sequencing

3
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R E S U LT S

3.1 | Clinical characteristics of patients

capture probes were designed by Roche NimbleGen to sequence
the whole F8 (NM_000132.3). Eighty-four percent of the F8 was

Among the 815 unrelated families affected by severe HA registered

finally covered at 30X; the missing regions corresponded to repeti-

in our laboratory for genetic investigation, 33 (4%) harbored large

tive elements. After fragmentation of 100 ng of genomic DNA into

deletions encompassing one or more F8 exons. Among these, 29

250 bp fragments using Covaris M220 (Covaris), the KapaHyperPrep

families were composed of at least one severe HA patient. There

enrichment system (Roche NimbleGen) was used for library prepa-

was no male HA patient in the 4 remaining families, which were com-

ration according to the manufacturer's instructions. After library

posed of at least one female with low level of FVIII:C and without

preparation, 2 × 150 bp paired-end sequencing was performed on

familial history of HA for the families 30, 31, and 33, and one female

a NextSeq 500 (Illumina). After standard base-calling and trimming,

patient who was the daughter of a deceased severe HA patient (fam-

reads were aligned using BWA-MEM v0.715 against the UCSC hg19

ily 29). Case 33 has been previously reported and corresponded to

assembly. Visual analysis of reads surrounding the breakpoint junc-

a NAHR between int22h-1 and int22h-2 leading to a Xq28 0.5 Mb

tion was performed using Integrative Genomics Viewer (https://igv.

deletion encompassing F8 exon 1–22.14

org/app/) and BLAT16 was used for the alignment of soft clipped

Clinical data about inhibitor development were available for 19

reads. All identified breakpoint junctions were confirmed by Sanger

families (21 male patients). There were 9/21 (41%) male patients who

sequencing.

had developed an inhibitor; among them, 6/9 (67%) carried a multi-
exon deletion and 3/9 (33%) carried a single-exon deletion (Table 1).

2.4 | Bioinformatics analysis of
breakpoint junctions
For each junction, 100 bp of reference sequence flanking both
proximal and distal breakpoints (50 bp from the non-d eleted side

At the time of diagnosis, no patient displayed a clinically appreciable
extra phenotype beyond those related to severe HA.

3.2 | Analysis of breakpoint distribution of
F8 deletions

and 50 bp from the deleted side) were analyzed. RepeatMasker
(https://www.repeat maske r.org) and Tandem Repeats Finder

Among the 33 deletions, 14 (42%) involved F8 extragenic re-

(https://tandem.bu.edu/trf/trf.html) were used for searching re-

gions either upstream (n = 9/33, 27%) or downstream (n = 5/33;

petitive elements and tandem repeats, respectively. The modeling

15%). Among the 66 breakpoints reported in this study, 52 were

of secondary structures was depicted using the Mfold tool (http://

intragenic and were distributed throughout the F8. The three F8

www.unafold.org/mfold/a pplic ations/dna-folding-form.php) and

regions containing more than four breakpoints were the large

the analysis of non-B DNA structure was performed using the

intron 1 (22.809 kb, 12.2% of F8), intron 6 (15.134 kb, 8.1% of

non-B DNA Motif Search Tool (https://nonb-a bcc.ncifcr f.gov/

F8), and the intron 25 (22.679 kb, 12.1% of F8). The proportions

apps/nBMST/d efault/).

of breakpoints found in both intron 6 (9.6%; n = 5/52) and intron 25 (13.4%, n = 7/52) did not significantly differ from the

2.5 | Analysis of breakpoint distribution and
statistical analysis

random distribution hypothesis (8.1% and 12.1% of breakpoints
were expected in the intron 6 and intron 25; p = .66 and .73,
respectively). Among the 52 intragenic breakpoints, 11 (21%)
were found in intron 1, which is more than expected from a

To test the randomness of breakpoint distribution, we compared the

random distribution (12.2% of breakpoints were expected in

proportion of breakpoints observed in a F8 region (P) to the null hy-

this region; p = .04) but this trend was not significant after a

pothesis of random distribution (P 0) using a test based on an approx-

Bonferroni correction for multiple testing (a p-v alue <.017 after

imation of normal distribution (Z = [P–P0]/√[P 0[1–P 0]/n]) with the

a Bonferroni correction is considered significant). Moreover, the

4
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TA B L E 1 Molecular and clinical characteristics of families carrying large F8 deletions
Family

Familial context

FVIII:C, IU.dl−1

Development of inhibitors

MLPA

CMA genomic coordinates of the
deletion (maximum size), hg19

1

Sporadic

<1

NA

Del Ex2

NA

2

Familial

<1

No (2 males patients)

Del Ex20-21

NA

3

Sporadic

<1

Yes

Del Ex8-12

NA

4

Sporadic

<1

NA

Del Ex7-12

NA

5

Sporadic

<1

No

Del Ex1-6

chrX:154199312–154 432 219

6

Sporadic

<1

Yes

Del Ex1

chrX:154228721–154 271 918

7

Sporadic

<1

NA

Del Ex23

NA

8

Sporadic

<1

Yes

Del Ex25

NA

9

Sporadic

<1

No

Del Ex26

NA

10

Sporadic

<1

Yes

Del Ex7-14

NA

11

Sporadic

<1

No

Del Ex5-6

NA

12

Sporadic

<1

No

Del Ex26-3′UTR

chrX:154050569–154 066 622

13

Sporadic

<1

No

Del Ex2-3

NA

14

Sporadic

<1

No

Del Ex1

NA

15

Sporadic

<1

NA

Del Ex26-3′UTR

chrX:154060953–154 076 778

16

Sporadic

<1

No

Del Ex1-5

NA

17

Familial

<1

Yes (1 male patient)
No (1 male patient)
NA (1 male patient)

Del Ex2-6

NA

18

Sporadic

<1

No

Del Ex3-4

NA

19a

Sporadic

<1

NA

Del Ex2-6

NA

20

Familial

<1

Yes (2 male patients)

Del Ex23-26

NA

21

Sporadic

<1

NA

Del Ex1

NA

22

Sporadic

<1

Yes

Del Ex11

NA

23

Sporadic

<1

No

Del Ex2-11

NA

a

Sporadic

<1

NA

Del Ex1

chrX:154237482–154 326 719

25a

Sporadic

<1

No

Del Ex26-3′UTR

NA

a

Sporadic

<1

NA

Del Ex26-3′UTR

NA

27a

Sporadic

<1

NA

Del Ex1

NA

24
26
28

Sporadic

<1

NA

Del Ex26-3′UTR

NA

29a

Daughter of
severe HA
patient

NA

–

Del Ex14

NA

30a

Female without
familial
history of
HA

50

–

Del Ex14

NA

31a

Female without
familial
history of
HA

22

–

Del Ex1-5

NA

32

Familial

<1

Yes

Del Ex5-12

NA

33a

Female without
familial
history of
HA

10

–

Del Ex1-22

chrX:154106184–154 628 722

Abbreviations: CMA, cytogenetic microarray analysis; Del, deletion; ex, exon; FVIII:C, FVIII activity; HA, hemophilia A; MLPA, multiplex ligation-
dependent probe amplification; NA, not available.
a

Families for which no DNA sample from a male patient was available for the characterization of breakpoint junctions.
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high proportion of breakpoints in F8 intron 1 was not confirmed

The alignment of breakpoint sequence to the reference genome

when the same analysis was performed considering the 425

of the remaining deletion (case 1) indicated a complex rearrangement

large F8 deletions reported in the FVIII variant database. These

potentially involving more than two genomic regions. The 19-bp in-

deletions corresponded to 711 F8 intragenic breakpoints and 93

serted sequence found at this breakpoint junction perfectly matched

(13.1%) of them were located in F8 intron 1 (p = .49). Finally, the

in the antisense orientation at chrX:155009666–155 009 684; that

deletion breakpoints seemed randomly distributed throughout

is, <5 kb away from the F8 intron 1 breakpoint. This feature was

the F8.

suggestive of an RBM-based mechanism.

3.3 | Deletion sizes

3.5 | Repeated element analysis

Characterizations at the nucleotide level were carried out for 24 of

To investigate the genomic environment in which these deletions

the 33 deletions for which DNA samples from affected individu-

occurred, the DNA sequences flanking each breakpoint (100 bp at

als were available. In addition, the deletions of cases 24 and 33

each end) were analyzed. Repetitive elements were found at 37/48

were just described using CMA. Overall, the deletions ranged from

(77%) breakpoints and the most represented elements were: LINE

1.667 kb to 0.5 Mb in size. In 9/26 cases, large deletions involved

L1 (n = 14), Alu (n = 12), and LTR (n = 6). A focused analysis on the

F8 neighboring genes. Both breakpoints at the centromeric side

F8 intragenic breakpoints (n = 41) showed that 31/41 (76%) of them

of the F8 region (cases 12 and 15) were located in SMIM9 (small

involved repetitive elements close to random expectation (70.52%;

integral membrane protein 9). Deletions with a breakpoint at the

p = .45) considering the proportion of repetitive elements in F8

telomeric side of the F8 region (cases 4, 5, 14, 16, 21, 24, and 33)

(Table S1 in supporting information). Additional analysis revealed an

involved from one to eight contiguous genes (FUNDC2 [OMIM:

over-representation of Alu elements as 11/41 flanking regions inter-

301042], MTCP1 [OMIM: 300116], BRCC3 [OMIM: 300617],

secting a known Alu element (27% 95% confidence interval [13.4;

VBP1 [OMIM: 300133], RAB39B [OMIM: 300774], CLIC2 [OMIM:

40.6%] vs. expected value of 7.57% in F8; p = .005). Such enrichment

300138], H2AFB3 [OMIM: 300445], and F8A1 [OMIM: 305423];

was not observed either for LINE 1 or for LTR.

Table 2, Figure 1).

Further analysis of the Alu elements involved showed that the
AluY subfamily was the most frequently involved (n = 7/11), followed

3.4 | Description of deletion breakpoint junctions

by AluS (n = 3), and AluJ (n = 1). Among the 11 Alu found at F8
intragenic breakpoints, 9 were involved in Alu/Alu homeologous recombination events.

The sequences around 24 breakpoint junctions were amplified by

The AluYf4 at chrX:154210476–154 210 740 (F8 intron 6) was

PCR and sequenced. The characteristics of the sequenced junctions

the most frequently involved repeat element in the present HA

are shown in Table 2 and Figure 2. Among these, five (21%) displayed

cohort. It was involved in 4 different deletions (17%; cases 4, 10,

extensive sequence homology between the two breakpoints (13 bp,

11, and 17) among the 24 precisely mapped deletions, 2 at the 5′

20 bp, 35 bp, 35 bp, and 45 bp for cases 10, 22, 8, 16, and 17, re-

breakpoints and 2 at the 3′ breakpoints (Figure 3). Bioinformatics

spectively). In each case, the extended sequence similarity was due

analysis using the Tandem Repeats Finder tool showed the presence

to a pair of Alu elements at the breakpoints. The sequence identity

in this area of a 562-bp region (chrX:154210179–154 210 740) com-

between the Alu elements involved in these rearrangements ranged

posed of two Alu elements (AluSg and AluYf4) in sense orientation

from 79% to 91% (Table 2). These features strongly suggest that an

spaced by 12 bp. The sequence identity between these two Alu el-

Alu/Alu-homeologous recombination mechanism was involved in

ements was 84%. Due to the relative high frequency of breakpoints

the deletion formation.

in this small genomic region, we performed a review of published

Also, eight (33%) deletions displayed 2–4 bp of matching se-

studies and searched for previously reported breakpoints in this re-

quence at junctions, suggesting that a microhomology-m ediated

gion. A total of 37 F8 genomic rearrangements (including large de-

mechanism such as RBMs or alt-E J was involved in their forma-

letions or duplications) resolved at the nucleotide level were found

tion. In contrast, 10 (42%) deletions were unlikely to result from

in published studies, corresponding to 68 F8 intragenic breakpoints

a homology-d ependent mechanism as simple blunt ends were

(Table S2 in supporting information). Among these breakpoints,

found at junctions (junctions with 1 bp matching sequence are ex-

nine were located in F8 intron 6 including four in the 562-bp region

pected to occur by chance and were classified as blunt end in this

(Figure 3).9,10,17 The distribution of eight (four reported in the pres-

study). Among the 10 latter deletions, 5 presented short sequence

ent study and four in published studies) different breakpoints within

insertion from 1 to 7 bp at the junction (cases 4, 9, 12, 15, and

an interval of about 550 bp seemed to not be random and greatly

20; Table 2), which greatly suggested the involvement of a NHEJ

suggested the presence of a genomic feature that might predispose

mechanism.

to chromosomic rearrangements.

6.231

chrX:154227376_154233607
c.144-5732_265 + 378

chrX:154126004_154129993
c.6116-276_6274–1497

chrX:154181717_154196888
c.1009 + 718_1903 + 450

chrX:154180082_154210683
c.787 + 2279_1903 + 2085

chrX:154203088_154429902
c.1?_788–5261

chrX:154232893_154266085
c.1?_144–5018

chrX:154091408_154099735
c.6430-8233_6524

chrX:154087824_154089490
c.6723 + 503_6900 + 883

chrX:154065164_154073242
c.6901-7217_a708

chrX:154151940_154210550
c.787 + 2412_5219 + 4906del

chrX:154210711_154215709
c.602-129_787 + 2251

chrX:154051686_154066482
c.6901-455_a1809?

chrX:154223551_154231943
c.144-4 068_388 + 1697

chrX:154243018–154 306 337
c.1?_143 + 7667

chrX:154061915_154073622
c.6901-7595_ a1809?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

F8 (partial),
FUNDC2,
MTCP1, BRCC3
(partial)
SMIM9 (partial), F8
(partial)

63.319

11.707

F8 (partial)

SMIM9 (partial), F8
(partial)

14.796
8.392

F8 (partial)

1.998

F8 (partial)

F8 (partial)

8.081

F8 (partial)
F8 (partial)

21.997

LINE L1

CT

AluY

LINE L1

AluY

LINE L1

LINE L1

LINE L1

LINE L2

DNA

AluY

LINE L1

MIR

LINE L1

No

No

85% homology

AluSx

DNA

91% homology

AluY

No

LINE L1

LINE L1

AluY

LTR

No

LTR

3′

Cruciform

Cruciform

No

No

Cruciform,
Slipped,
STR

No

Cruciform

No

No

No

Cruciform

Slipped

No

Cruciform

No

5′

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Cruciform

No

STR

No

No

No

3′

Non-B-DNA structures

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5′

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3′

Secondary
structure

NHEJ

NHEJ

Alt-E J/RBM

NHEJ

Alt-E J/RBM

Alt-E J/RBM

NHEJ

Alt-E J/RBM

Alt-E J/RBM

NHEJ

Alt-E J/RBM

NHEJ

Alt-E J/RBM

Alt-E J/RBM

RBM

Putative
mechanism

|

− (+3TGT)

–

ATG

− (+5; TTAAA)

ACT

TCTCTACTAAAAA

− (+3;GGG)

GCCTCAGCCTCCCAAAG
TGCTGGGATTACAGGCAT

TAAT

LTR

No

LTR

No

LTR

5′

− (+1C)

CA

AGTA

− (+19; CAGAGGTTGCAGTGAGCCG)

F8 (partial), FUNDC2 C
(partial)

F8 (partial),
FUNDC2, MTCP1,
MTCP1, BRCC3,
VBP1(partial)

F8 (partial)

F8 (partial)

F8 (partial)

F8 (partial)

Genes encompassed
by the deletion
Junction microhomology 5′ to 3′a

1.667

8.327

33.193

226.814

30.602

15.171

3.989

Deletion
size, kb

Family Junction coordinates

Interspersed repeats

TA B L E 2 Microhomologies, repetitive elements, non-B-DNA forming motifs, and secondary structures analyzed at breakpoint regions
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44.318

chrX:154213642_154257960
c.1?_671–564

chrX:154210602_154241300
c.143 + 9385_787 + 2360

chrX:154217718_154226155
c.266-785_602–2138

chrX:154065663_154097821
c.6430-6319_ a209

chrX:154244015_154284253
c.1? _143 + 6670

chrX:154183683_154187139
c.1538-1693_1753–1366

chrX:154185060_154248428
c.143 + 2257_1752 + 172

NA

chrX:154064471–154 066 406 1.936
c.6901-379_a1401

chrX:154176581–154 216 312
c.602-732_1904–399

NA

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

24

28

32

33

F8 (partial),
FUNDC2,
MTCP1,
BRCC3, VBP1,
RAB39B, CLIC2,
TMLHE-AS1
(centromeric
copy), H2AFB3
(middle copy),
F8A1 (middle
copy)

F8 (partial)

F8 (partial)

F8 (partial),
FUNDC2,
MTCP1, MTCP1,
BRCC3 (partial)

F8 (partial)

F8 (partial)

NA

TCA

TACTT

NA

TA

CTCGGCCTCCCAAAGTGCTG

AluSp

3′

AluY

AluJo

No

LINE L1

LINE L2

NA

LINE L1

No

NA

No

NA

LTR

No

NA

LINE L1

79% homology

AluSz

LINE L1

No

LINE L1

90% homology

AluY

85% homology

AluSz

5′

Interspersed repeats

NA

Cruciform

No

NA

Cruciform

No

No

No

No

No

No

5′

NA

No

No

NA

Cruciform

No

No

Cruciform

No

No

STR

3′

Non-B-DNA structures

NA

Yes

Yes

NA

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5′

NA

Yes

Yes

NA

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

3′

Secondary
structure

NAHR

Alt-E J/RBM

NHEJ

NA

Alt-E J/RBM

Alt-E J/RBM

NHEJ

NHEJ

Alt-E J/RBM

Alt-E J/RBM

Alt-E J/RBM

Putative
mechanism

a

Parentheses (+N) indicate the length of a potential insertion at the junction in bp; blunt ends without microhomology are indicated as −.

Abbreviations: Alt-E J, alternative end-joining; LINE, long interspersed nuclear element; LTR, long terminal repeat; NA, not available; NHEJ, non-homologous end joining; RBM, replication-based
mechanism; STR, short tandem repeat.

522

5.630

89

63.369

3.457

− (+7CTCAATT)
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GTCCCAGCTACTCGGGAGGCTGAGG
CAGGAGAATGGCGTGAACCC

F8 (partial), FUNDC2 –
(partial)

F8 (partial)

32.159
40.238

F8 (partial)

F8 (partial)

F8 (partial), FUNDC2 CCTCCCAGGTTCAAGTG
(partial)
ATTCTCCTGCCTCAGCCT

Genes encompassed
by the deletion
Junction microhomology 5′ to 3′a

8.438

30.699

Deletion
size, kb

Family Junction coordinates
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F I G U R E 1 Sequence of breakpoint junctions of 22 hemophilia A patients. Reference sequences encompassing the breakpoints are shown
above and below the patient sequences. Sequence identities are shown in blue (to the left of the breakpoint) or green (to the right of the
breakpoint). Microhomologies are showed in bold red and inserted bases in purple. Repetitive elements are indicated by arrows.
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FIGURE 1

(Continued)
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F I G U R E 2 Mapping of deletion breakpoints according to the reference genome UCSC hg19. The 24 deletions resolved at nucleotide level
are shown. The deletion 5 is truncated on the figure at its telomeric size.

F I G U R E 3 Schematic representation of breakpoint cluster located in F8 intron 6. The breakpoints reported in this study are at the top
and those reported in other studies are at the bottom. Del, deletion; Dup, duplication.

3.6 | Sequence analysis of the breakpoint junctions

4

The analysis of non-B DNA structures showed that 14/48 (30%)

In the present study, we reported the cases of 33 unrelated families

breakpoint regions contained at least one non-B DNA struc-

with severe HA due to large F8 deletions and 24 of them were re-

ture in the 100-b p interval centered on the breakpoint. One

solved at nucleotide level. Just less than half of severe HA patients

breakpoint was characterized by three types of non-B DNA

carrying large F8 deletions developed an inhibitor, and among them,

structures (case 11, 5′ breakpoint involving cruciform DNA,

two thirds carried multi-exon deletions. These data are in line with

slipped DNA, and short tandem repeat) and 13 breakpoints

the increased risk of inhibitor development previously reported

were characterized by either cruciform DNA, short tandem

as associated with multi-exon deletion (compared to single exon

repeat, or slipped DNA. Secondary structure analysis showed

deletion).18

|

DISCUSSION

that 35/48 (73%) breakpoints were located in hairpin loops

Nine large deletions involved from one to eight F8 neighbor-

(Table 2 and Figure S1 in supporting information). Focusing on

ing genes. Among these genes, the 3.4-k b deletion including the

the breakpoints located in the F8 intron 6 hotspot, all involved

first exon of MTCP1 and the first three exons of BRCC3 is asso-

hairpin loops and 2/4 contained non-B DNA structures in their

ciated with an X-linked recessive syndromic form of Moyamoya

vicinity.

disease (OMIM: 300845).19 This syndrome is characterized

|
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by Moyamoya angiopathy, short stature, hypergonadotropic

Four breakpoints reported on this study were located in this 562-

hypogonadism, and facial dysmorphism. The cases of several

bp region composed of two Alu elements. Moreover, we identified

severe HA patients carrying an Xq28 large deletion involving

four additional F8 rearrangements (large deletions or duplications)

the MTCP1/BRCC3 region have been reported: one patient with

involving this region in the scientific literature.9,10,17,31 Similar DNA

diagnosed Moyamoya syndrome,

20

three cases displaying strik-

breakage hotspots in regions containing several Alu elements

ing clinical similarities with X-linked Moyamoya although no

have been previously described in a few number of genes such as

neuroimaging data were available to confirm the diagnosis,14,21

SERPING1 (OMIM: 606860, four Alu elements in intron 4)32 or VHL

and two patients with no reported additional phenotype other

(OMIM: 608537, five Alu elements in intron 2).33 Therefore, this

9

than severe HA. In the present study, three male HA patients

study provided the first hint of a F8 Alu-induced DNA breakage

(from families 5, 14, and 24) carried a deletion in the MTCP1/

hotspot. However, the increase of breakpoint rate in the 562-bp

BRCC3 region. Although no additional phenotype was initially

region in F8 intron probably results from the addition of several ge-

reported in these patients, they have been referred to a special-

nomic features, and other studies are needed to further investigate

ist to identify a potential undiagnosed Moyamoya. The precise

this point.

breakpoint characterization of large F8 unbounded deletions

In our study, the high frequency of microhomologies at break-

should be discussed to assess the risk of a putative contigu-

point junctions (58% involving Alu/Alu recombination) supports the

ous gene syndrome, especially in patients presenting a broader

hypothesis that RBM and alt-E J play an important role in F8 deletion

phenotype.

formation. More than one third of the junctions were characterized

The 0.5-Mb deletion found in case 33 has been previously re-

by blunt-ends, with sometimes short nucleotide insertions of un-

ported as the result of an NAHR between the two segmental du-

known origin suggesting a NHEJ mechanism, in line with previous

plications int22h-1 and int22h-2, and involved eight F8 neighboring

studies.9–13

14

The same deletion has been reported in three unrelated fe-

Replication-based models have been proposed to explain com-

male individuals, illustrating the recurrent nature of this rearrange-

plex rearrangements when multiple slippage events occur and lead

ment.14,22 Because this recurrent deletion has never been identified

to the association of deletion, duplication, insertion, or inversion.3

at the hemizygous state, it has been suggested to be lethal in utero

In our study, RBM was suspected in case 1 due to the insertion of

in males. 22 The other deletions reported in the present study were

19 bp at the junction. The inserted sequence matched with a re-

all distinct and no LCR was found at their breakpoint junctions.

gion located in F8 intron 1, which may serve as argument in favor of

Thus, NAHR is a rare mechanism for F8 large deletion, as previously

the replication fork stalling, template switching, and re-replication

suggested.9,10

hypothesis.

genes.

Alu elements, short interspersed elements (SINEs) of about

In silico tools were used to investigate the presence of non-B

300 bp, are the most abundant transposable elements in the human

DNA or specific DNA secondary structure at breakpoints. Non

genome (about 1 million copies). 23 Despite their relative short size

B-DNA motifs including cruciform, slipped structures, triplexes,

and sequence divergence (ranging from about a few percent to

G-quadruplexes, and Z-DNA often co-localize with hotspots of

more than 30%), non-allelic Alu/Alu recombination have contrib-

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs), deletions, rearrangements, and

uted to genomic instability leading to both evolution of the human

chromosomal translocations, indicating that non-B DNA could be a

genome and disease-c ausing rearrangements. 24,25 Non-allelic Alu/

source of genetic instability.34 In our series, non-B DNA motifs were

Alu recombinations have been estimated to be responsible for

present in the vicinity of the breakpoints in 30% of cases. Moreover,

about 0.3% of human genetic diseases, 26 and Alu/Alu-mediated re-

most of the deletion breakpoints (about three quarters) were lo-

arrangements have been historically attributed to NAHR. However,

cated in hairpin loops. These results were consistent with previous

the short length and low percentage of identity shared between Alu

studies that have showed that both non-B DNA or DNA secondary

elements may be inconsistent with NAHR requirements. 27 Recent

structures were enriched at deletion breakpoints.9,10,35–37

reports have supported a role for either alt-E J or RBM in Alu/Alu-
mediated rearrangement formation.

28,29

In conclusion, the present study reported the largest series of F8

Several genes seem to be

deletions resolved at nucleotide level. Different molecular mecha-

particularly prone to Alu/Alu recombination events: one of the ex-

nisms such as NHEJ, Alt-E J, and RBM may lead to the formation of

planations lies in their relatively high Alu density within their se-

such deletions. Our analysis showed that Alu elements were espe-

quence. 29 For example, Alu elements constitute nearly 40% of the

cially involved in F8 deletion formation, and a genomic region com-

genomic sequence of the FANCA (OMIM: 607139) locus and 75% of

posed of two Alu elements was identified in F8 intron 6 that may be

the FANCA deletions found in Fanconi anemia (OMIM: 227650) are

a DNA breakage hotspot.

Alu/Alu-mediated.30 Although Alu elements span just 7% of the F8
locus, they were found in more than one quarter of the breakpoints
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